
* indicates a new item or price change on this file update, February 4, 2013.
Contact CSSI by email <gbmiller@sasktel.net> or phone (306) 252-2842 for the latest information.

VIDEOS (VHS) still available for ‘Rent’.

“THE BIBLE: KEY TO UNDERSTANDING SCIENCE, HISTORY, & THE FUTURE”.   (From Eston College.)  
3 or 4 half hour sessions on each tape.  Starts from a Scriptural basis.  By Glenn McLean, Roger Oakland, and Larry McLean.
Tape #1 - The Early Earth: How Did It All Begin?; When Did It All Begin?; Origin of Life; Changes to the Early Earth.

#2 - Ancient Man: Ape to Man?; Biblical History of Man; Amazing Remains of Ancient Man.

#3 - Catastrophic Judgments: Heavens Influence the Earth; The Flood; Other Judgments.

#4 - The Future: Signs of Christ’s Return; Satanic Invasion, No Cash Society; The Day of God’s Wrath; The Day of the

Lord.

(This set has been copied to 4 DVDs and can be borrowed from CSSI.  See DVDs page under ‘other’.)

“Origin of Man” for grades 6 to 8 students, complete with teacher's guide (15 minutes). 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

UNLOCKING THE MYSTERIES OF CREATION Series is a set of twelve tapes by Dennis Petersen covering materials
similar to his book by the same name.  Session titles are: “Creation: The Genesis Account”, “The Very Good Earth”, 

“When Did It All Begin?”, “The Corrupt Tree of Evolution”, “Fundamental Fallacies of Evolution”, 

“Amazing Mysteries Unravel Evolution”, “Men, Dinosaurs, and the Bible”, “Fossils, Footprints, and Dinosaur

Adventure”, “Where are the Missing Links?”, “Enquire of the Former Age: A Biblical Base”, 

“Ancient Knowledge of Biblical Facts”, and “What Did Ancient Man Achieve?”  Well illustrated.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

“GOD’S POWER & SCRIPTURE'S AUTHORITY”, Dr. Walter T. Brown Jr..  A 49 minute lecture dealing with various
topics (including moon dust, fossils, etc.) supporting creation and scriptural truth.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ANSWERS IN GENESIS Set by Ken Ham and Dr. Gary Parker. Each tape about 40 to 60 minutes.  Y/A level except first two.
A complete seminar!  Still a great series!  VHS Rental only.

“What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?” (Ham) for grades 1-6.  “Dinosaurs and the Bible” (Parker) for grades 7-12.  
“A Walk Through Genesis” (Ham on 2 tapes).  “Life Before Birth: the Creator's Blueprint” (Parker).  
“Genesis and the Decay of the Nations” (Ham on 2 tapes).  “From Evolution to Creation” (Parker).  
“Facts and Bias: Creation vs. Evolution” (Ham).  “Genes and Genesis” (Parker).  “Creation Evangelism” (Ham).  
“Fossils and the Flood” (Parker).

NOTE: Answers In Genesis Study Guide is available.  See Biblical Books page.

ANSWERS WITH KEN HAM is a set of 12 half-hour video lectures by Ken covering a range of creation topics.  Titles are: 
- Is Genesis Relevant today?; - Did God create in 6 literal days?; - Why is there death and suffering?; 

- Is there really a God?;  - Do animals ‘evolve’?; - Where did the ‘races’ come from?; 

- What is the only answer to racism?;  - Dinosaurs-in the Bible?; - How can we raise godly children?; 

- Fossils and the Flood-what’s the connection?; - How can we evangelize a secular world? (2 part lecture).
 

Other videos by Ken Ham:

“The Genesis Foundation” set of three videos by Ken Ham: Part I: The Genesis Foundation; 
Part II: Genesis, Evolution & Science;  Part III: Answers in Genesis.    Each of these videos runs 28 - 30 minutes and would be
ideal for a worship service/pulpit supply.  Use them individually or as a mini-series.
 

“Creation and the Last Days” Y/A.  A message on II Peter chapter 3 concerning the creation/evolution controversy and the last
days.
 

Other videos from AIG:

“Creation Science with Charlie Liebert” (3 - 30 minute segments dealing with “Creation or Evolution, Two science models”,
“Dinosaurs, Created by God”, and “The Implications of Evolution”)
“Experiments in Stratification” a documentary on research by Guy Berghault. ($29.95 + +)
“Fingerprints of Creation” (Robert Gentry's work on radiohalos) (33 minutes.)
“The Genesis Solution” - a documentary from Films for Christ featuring Ham.
“Second Great Battle of Jericho” a documentary dealing with archeology there.
“The Stones Cry Out” a documentary on geological evidences.
“The World that Perished” a Films for Christ documentary on the anti-deluvian world.
“The Young Age of the Earth” a documentary.  (78 minutes).



For Teens and Adults   
AIG’s “2001 Super Camp” Videos:

A total of 22 videos made at their Creation Camp ‘down under’.  Various world-class creation speakers present scientific and
biblical perspectives on various aspects of the creation/evolution controversy.  The quality of the visuals on some tapes are not
great but the messages are clear.
They include sets on Geology (5), Astronomy (3), Biology (2), Archeology (2), and Creation Evangelism (2), plus 8 other titles. 
(Rental copies on DVD are now available.)

      From Access Research Network: (Some are not Young Earth Creation but evidence for design.)
“A Critique”

“An Interview with Dr. Thaxton.”

“Bacterial Flagella.”

“Blind Watchmaker? A Skeptical Look at Darwinism”, 64 minute lecture by 
Dr. Phillip Johnson taped in Cardiff, Wales, 1997.

“Can Science Know the Mind of God?”, a lecture by Dr. Phillip Johnson.
“Creation of the Cosmos.”

“Darwinism on Trial”, a lecture by Johnson at UC Irvine.
“Darwinism: Science or Philosophy?”, a lecture by Johnson at UCSB.
“Darwinism: Science or Naturalistic Philosophy?”, Provine-Johnson debate.
“Focus on Darwinism: an Interview with Dr. Michael J. Denton”.

“Focus on Darwinism: an Interview with Dr. Phillip E. Johnson”.

“Focus on Darwinism: an Interview with Dr. Dean H. Kenyon”.

“Focus on the Origin of Life: an Interview with Dr. Dean H. Kenyon”.

“Focus on Origins: R. Newman.”

“Intelligent Design.”  Dr. Michael Behe.
“Irreducible Complexity; The Biochemical Challenge to Darwinian Theory”, a 56 minute lecture plus Q&A time by Dr.
Michael Behe.
“On the Origin of Phyla.”

“Opening Darwin’s Black Box”, a  28 minute interview with Dr. Behe.  ($29.95++)
“The Journey: In Search of …”

“Theological Roots of Modern Science.”

“The Triumph of Design.”

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
THE BASIC CREATION SERIES (V). Thirteen tapes of “significant messages on the found-ational truths of creationism,
featuring Dr. Henry Morris and Dr. Duane Gish.  Each information-  packed program is illustrated with on-site footage, slides,
charts, etc.”  Approximately 50 minutes each.  For ages high school and up.  (Available to buy on DVD)

By Dr. H. Morris:
“The Age of the Earth”,  “Dark History of Evolution”,  “The Genesis Flood”,  “The God Who is Real”,  

“The Remarkable Record of Job”,  “Scientific Creationism”,  and “The Troubled Waters of Evolution”.

By Dr. Gish:
“The Bible and Modern Science”,  “Dinosaurs: Those Terrible Lizards”,  “Evolution: Challenge of the Fossil Record”, 

“The Origin of Life”, “The Origin of Man”,  and  “The Origin of the Universe”.

THE CREATION KNOWLEDGE VIDEO LIBRARY, from the Institute for Creation Research, California includes:
(JH=Junior High, Y=Youth, A=Adult)
“Bible and Archeology” (C. Wilson) (1 hour; very interesting) Y/A
“Challenge from Creation Science”, two parts (D. Gish) (app. 80 min.) JH/A
“Christ in Creation” (H. Morris) (35 minutes; Trinity parallels in creation) A
“Creation Programs for Children” (5 taped filmstrips - good) (28,10,15,15,20 minute segments) Ages 5-12
“Creation Programs for Teens & Adults” (4 taped filmstrips) (25, 32, 25, 27 min. segments) JH/A
“Gish-Awbrey Debate” (app. 2 hours; very good information on both sides) Y/A
“Gish-Doolittle Debate” (50 minutes) Y/A
“Gish-Donahue Debate” (50 minutes) Y/A
“The Great Debate: Evolution or Creation” (25 minute interview with Dr. A.E. 

Wilder-Smith; very enlightening.) Y/A
“The Strange Case of the Woodpecker” (G. Parker) (40 mins.) JH/A ($14.95++)
“Origins - Two Models” (R. Bliss) (40 minutes) Y/A   A guide for teachers.
“The Search for Noah's Ark”, Dr. John Morris.  A 58 minute lecture recounting some of his experiences on Mt. Ararat and
showing some possible ark sights, etc.



“BACK To GENESIS” Videos from I.C.R. - rentals only - include: (Some now on DVD)
“A Geologist Looks At Noah's Flood” (J. Morris) (48 minutes).  JH/A.
“The Age of the Earth: A Geologic Perspective”, (J. Morris) (44 minutes.) Y/A
“Ayers Rock and Other Exciting Evidences for the Flood in Australia” (A. Snelling) (108 minutes). Y/A.
“Creation Evangelism” (Ken Ham) (61 minutes).  JH/A.
“The Dinosaur Mystery Solved” (J. Morris) (53 minutes).  Children to Adult.
“Evolution and the Wages of Sin”, (J. Morris) (40 minutes).  JH/A.
“Genesis 1-11: An Overview - the Most-asked Questions on Genesis Answered” (Ken Ham) (60 minutes).  JH/A.
“Genesis and the Decay of the Nation-the Relevance of Creation” (Ken Ham) (46 min.) Y/A.
“The Long War Against God” (H. Morris) (56 minutes).  Y/A.
“Natural Selection VS Supernatural Design”, (J. Morris) (43 minutes.)  Y/A.
“What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?” (Ken Ham) (40 minutes.)  Children.

Other titles from this series include:
“Ape-men: Monkey Business Falsely Called Science” (M. Girouard) (48 minutes).  Y/A.
“Fascinating Design: Evidence for Creation” (M. Girouard) (50 minutes.)  Y/A.
“Is Life Just Chemistry?” (M. Girouard) (48 minutes) Adult.
“Why Death and Suffering - and Six Other Questions Christians Must Answer” (M. Girouard) (56 minutes) Adult.
 

Other videos of Dr. H. Morris, professionally produced with illustrations and quotes.  They outline the materials in his
books on the same topics:
“Introduction to Biblical Creationism”, (50 minutes).
“Introduction to Scientific Creationism”, (60 minutes).
“The Genesis Record”,  (50 minutes).
“The Revelation Record”, (62 minutes).
“Creation and the Schools”, (60 minutes).
“Creation and the Second Coming”, (47 Minutes).
“The Modern Creation Revival”, (50 minutes).

“Fossil Evidence of Creation: The Footsteps of Leviathan”, 27 min. doc.
“In the Beginning: Catastrophic Plate Tectonics and the Genesis Flood”, a 27 minute documentary.
“Living Fossils: Confirmation of Creation”,  a lecture by Dr. Joachim Scheven of Germany.  Very interesting.

“Evolution... Fact or Belief?” An EXCELLENT documentary which interviews five scientists; a paleontologist, a
microbiologist/geneticist, a sedimentologist, a physical organic chemist, and a geneticist.  Each shares convincing evidence from
their own discipline that evolution is impossible.  Show it to your teacher friends and others.

Also from ICR:  “Winning the Creation Debate Workshop”, a set of six lectures on VHS by the prince of creation debaters,
Dr. Duane Gish, showing how to prepare for and conduct yourself in debates against evolutionists.  Includes a reference book of
favorite quotes.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Videotaped lectures by Saskatchewan's own Roger Oakland:  (Some are now on DVD.)

“Ancient Man: Created or Evolved”,  58 minutes.
“Countdown to Eternity”.  75 minutes, (documentary).
“The Death of the Dinosaur”,  30 minutes, (documentary).
“The Evidence For Creation (Examining the Origin of Planet Earth)”.  60 minutes.
“Evolution: Fact or Fiction”,  61 minutes.
“Evolution: The Impact On Society, Morals and Spirituality”, 60 minutes.
“New Wine and the Babylonian Vine”, “Last Days Delusion In The Name of Christ” 107 min.
“Rising Interest in Extraterrestrials”, a one hour lecture.
“Witness To This Generation”, a lecture on using creation evangelism.
 

“The Evolution Conspiracy; A Quantum Leap Into the New Age”.  This 48 minute documentary demonstrates the cover-ups
and “religious” dogmatism of evolutionists.  EXCELLENT!  For home use only.
 

“A Question of Origins: Creation or evolution”, an excellent 1998 documentary dealing with Cosmology, Chemistry, and
Biology.
“A Woman Rides the Beast”, a documentary on the end time ecumenical movement.
“Israel, Islam, & Armageddon.”  Deals with end times prophecy.
“Messages From Heaven”, “A Biblical Examination of the Apparitions of the Virgin Mary and Other Supernatural Activity in
the End Times.”  80 minute documentary. 
“The Signs and Wonders Movement - Exposed!” is a two tape documentary set featuring Roger Oakland, Dave Hunt, and
several others.
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *



“The Great Dinosaur Mystery”, by Paul Taylor from Films for Christ, now for public viewing as well: (20 minutes). 
Documentary format.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
      FOR  CHILDREN:  (Some now on DVD - see DVD pages as well.)

“In the Beginning” (from the Our Dwelling Place series) is a half hour animation for children covering: The Creation, The
Garden of Eden, Cain & Abel, and Noah.
“Those Mysterious Dinosaurs” is a biblical study for children by Mrs. John Whitcomb which traces the origin, habits and
biblical references to them.  Ages 5 through 12.  Rental only.
“Science and the Christian” gives a Biblical view of science, describes the scientific method, and its six limitations, then applies
this to creation vs evolution.  Excellent!  Grades 4 and up.
“Good Science Workshop” from ICR is "hands-on” science workshop for K-6 based on the six days of creation.  It includes a
printed guide. (80 minutes.).
“A Walk Through History”, ICR Museum tour (80 minutes).  Children/A.
“A Jurassic Ark Mystery”, from AIG & Gospel Communications.  Explore the world of dinosaurs; when they lived, how they
died out, etc.  Full of action.  (45 minutes)  Ages 7-12.
“Six Short Days, One Big Adventure”, from AIG & Gospel Communications.  Explore the creation of the world through
“Biblical Reality” glasses. Full of action.  (35 minutes)  Ages 7-12.
“A is for Adam”, a narration of Ken and Molly Ham's book of the same title complete with colorful animated visuals.  For
children.  App. 15 minutes.
“D Is For Dinosaur”, a narration of Ken and Molly Ham's book of the same title complete with colorful animated visuals.  For
children.  App. 15 minutes.
“The X-NILO Show” is a children's documentary showing how dinosaurs fit into the Biblical picture.  Very Lively.  (29
minutes.)
“Creation or Evolution: What’s the Difference?”  Rick (& Sydney) Thompson uses ventriloquism to teach creation truths for
the whole family.  (App. 1 hour)
“Raising the Allosaur”.  Evidence that this dino is only thousands of years old.  (70 mins.)

“Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution, Vol. I”, Dr. Jobe Martin.  (47 minutes.)
“Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution, Vol. II”, Dr. Jobe Martin.  (47 minutes.)
“Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution, Vol. III”, Dr. Jobe Martin.  (47 minutes.)
“Marty’s Grand Adventure” is a 60 minute adventure in the Grand Canyon.
 Marty Adventure series from ICR.  The first two are 25 minute adventure dramas which contain valuable teaching segments. 
Elementary & up.  “Marty’s Fossil Adventure” and “Marty and the Last Dinosaur”

From Moody Institute of Science:

“The Creation Discovery Series”: “God's Earth Team”, “God's Power Plants”, and “God's Rockin World”.  
Note: Young earth creationists may find some information here questionable. 

Most of the other Moody Science materials are available on DVD.  See the DVDs page.


